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and release a new version.
gardenscapes: mansion

makeover is a brand new
collection of puzzles that is
designed to keep you and
your brain engaged as you
search the mansion for the

hidden objects.
gardenscapes: mansion

makeover is a brand new
collection of puzzles that is
designed to keep you and
your brain engaged as you
search the mansion for the

hidden objects.
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makeover ce is a new
collection of themed games
that will put you in a state of
total relaxation as you search
for the hidden objects in the

different garden rooms.
gardenscapes: mansion
makeover ce is a new

collection of themed games
that will put you in a state of
total relaxation as you search
for the hidden objects in the
different garden rooms. what

if you could actually build
your own mansion like in

these games, but in real life
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instead of the virtual world?
thats the concept behind this

dreamy game by
codemasters. gardenscapes:
mansion makeover puts you

right at the helm of a
construction company of your

very own. have fun while
creating your very own dream
home in a city that looks like
a 3d virtual world. the game

is built around a series of
hidden object games that

take place on different
screens and that involve

finding hundreds of items in
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order to progress, and there
are over 20 screen types to

unlock in this game.
gardenscapes: mansion

makeover features over 50
different jobs to be performed

in this game and lets you
build a new house, an

additional building, a garage,
and a car repair shop.
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